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My Sacrifice
By Frances Billinghurst © 1995
(Written on the eve of the Summer Solstice at the Butt of Lewis on the Isle of Lewis, Outer
Herbrides, Scotland, when I was going to greet the birth of the sun at Callanish)

The cliff is exposed and bare to the elements, dropping vertical to the sea, with waves
crashing violently on the rocks below. So high I stand on the edge, watching in awe at
Her strength, knowing that should the winds change, I shall fall and be reclaimed. A
terrible death, yet I stand without fear. Should She call, I would follow.
The blackened sky darkens still as Her anger is unleashed, as if to punish those who
have treated Her with neglect. But amongst the darkness the lightning flashed,
illuminating the blackness for a second. Powerful, beautiful as she could only manifest.
For a brief period of time it seemed as if She exposed to world to Her inner power – but
no one was watching. Out of the darkness comes light but one must experience the
darkness to appreciate it.
The circling energy is building around and within me. I am part of it - physically,
mentally, and emotionally. Awaiting the test spiritually. A feeling of collectiveness never
felt before. The rain wetting my physical being seems to have no affect at all. I am one
with the Mother.
Maybe She recognises me no longer. I have come, after all, out of curiosity. An inner urge
for something I did not know, yet a willingness to learn. To be tested in whatever way She
felt fit. I stand and show no fear.
This life is just part of my existence. I feel the urge to kneel in respect, head bowed,
feeling the winds rush over me, the rains cleanse me, the waves call me. I know She has
the power that cannot be controlled. She is the great giver, the controller of All and She
can take my life. The reclamation has begun.
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Balancing on the edge of life and death I feel Her force. She speaks to me, through me.
My humble offering a seemingly minute sacrifice. She does not want my life. She already
has my soul.
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